The Atomic Nightmare
Australian former chemistry/science teacher Ian Stuart is the man behind the website and
YouTube channel ‘Atomic School’. The man is a nightmare to those who are trying to
provide a correct explanation of the ocean tides. Providing a correct explanation, with
someone like Ian around, is like trying to extinguish a forest fire while he is continuously
drenching the forest with gasoline. Why is this man, in particular, such a nightmare?
Because he has very little moral integrity.
In 2020 I came across his video and website. They are hard to miss. When you search for
‘Ocean Tides’ on Google or YouTube, both of them will present the Atomic School video
‘Ocean’s Tides Explained’ as the first video result. This merely illustrates that both Google and YouTube are commercial
companies whose primary goal is to sell advertising. Their algorithms analyze content for the potential to keep viewers
watching, so they can be bombarded with more ads. It doesn’t imply that the content has any scientific credibility
whatsoever. If only Ian realized this.
Fig. 1 – Ian Stuart

I can be brief about the content of his video; it is nothing but a rehash of
the prevailing misconceptions about the ocean tides. These mistaken
notions are believed to be true by a majority of people, but that doesn’t
make them any less wrong.
I suspected that Ian wasn’t aware that his video is fundamentally wrong, so
I contacted him. The first contact was promising. Ian seemed like a
reasonable person who is willing to listen and consider. Boy, was I wrong!

Fig. 2 – Ian Stuart’s YouTube video

I started to explain what was wrong about his video, but this proved difficult. Ian is very sensitive and easily feels
slighted. Besides, his understanding of physics quickly proved limited. I suspect he never taught physics at an advanced
level. His understanding of physics may suffice to teach twelve-year-olds the basics, from a set curriculum, but after
that, he is probably quickly out-of-his-depth.
The interaction went downhill from there. It was getting tiresome to explain the same thing again and again. He wasn’t
able to successfully defend a single one of the principal standpoints supporting his video, nor to show any of my
standpoints wrong. But he proved evasive. Whenever I tried to press a point to an inescapable conclusion he would
change to a different thread and hide behind indignation. When I got impatient and tried to press him to finally give me
some consistent answers, he decided that he found me ‘too unpleasant to
“I now don’t want to have any more contact
talk to’ and refused to react to any further communications. Thus he evaded
with you. I find it too unpleasant. “
taking responsibility for the content of his videos. This way he doesn’t have
- Ian Stuart – Apr 17th 2020, e-mail (unedited)
to face the possibility that his most popular video is nonsense, spreading
false ideas to those who view it to learn about the tides.

One of his emails even contained this pearl of philosophy, which shows that Ian believes he is above reproach and
doesn’t have to justify anything:

Basically that’s just Ian Stuart, taking advantage of the internet being a free-for-all display platform, where anyone can
post anything. One difference between those ‘with integrity’ and those ‘without integrity’ is that the latter don’t take
responsibility for what they post.
So, I decided that a person who is wilfully ignorant and prepared to subject other people, who are looking for an
explanation, with a wrong explanation and will readily hide behind misplaced indignation doesn’t deserve the regard
which I reserve for decent people.
He will serve as a great example to illustrate the misunderstanding found often in those who offer an incorrect
explanation of the ocean tides. Gloves are off.

So; Let’s go. For starters, there’s ‘the mother of tidal misconceptions’:

‘The moon pulls the ocean water upward into a tidal bulge on the surface closest to
the moon.’
The AtomicSchool video is a great champion for this fallacy. Ian clearly states
it in his video and tenaciously ignores evidence to the contrary. Of course, if
it’s wrong, it would mean that the premise for his entire video is wrong –
which is the case.
It’s not possible to defend this standpoint, without eventually stating that you
‘meant something else’. The standpoint is fundamentally wrong because it
implies that the gravitational attraction by the moon is the force which is
pulling on the ocean water and it is this pulling which makes the water rise
into a tidal bulge.

Fig. 3 – Screenshot of the AtomicSchool
video, stating “The moon pulls on the ocean
closest to it”.

It is true that a very small gravitational attraction by the moon works on every
single water atom in the oceans, but the conclusion that this pulls the ocean upward is far too simplistic and physically
incorrect.

pull (verb) :
to exert force upon so as to cause or
tend to cause motion towards the
force

Pulling something implies that you exert a force upon it which moves it.
Superficially you could try to argue that, because all the tiny gravitational
attractions on all the water atoms are the root cause of tidal water
movement, this is what you meant.

However, when you state that ‘gravitational force pulls the ocean upward’ you are implying that this force works as an
entity on the ocean and it is this force which accomplishes an upward movement of ocean water. The difference may
appear trivial, but it is fundamental.
Push, pull, isn’t that the same thing!?
When you analyze the tidal forces in the oceans you
will inescapably see that the mechanism which
transfers force through the ocean layer is a
mechanism of pressures. The gravitational
attraction on a single drop of water translates into
a force which presses against the adjacent drop of
water. In this manner pressure accumulates over
great distances. This mechanism is a ‘push’; it
certainly is not a ‘pull’. And it is this push – this
accumulated water pressure - which is responsible
for moving the ocean waters into a rise, where it
occurs.

No, it certainly isn’t! If you’d consider a model of a planet where tidal forces
raise water to an elevated level at the surface position closest to its moon
and you’d place two large barriers just before the sublunar point, you would
not see a perceptible tidal rise there. The water was being pushed upward,
it wasn’t being pulled.

I am so adamant about this difference in explanations because allowing the half-baked ‘pulling up’-explanation allows
people to subsequently ignore and misunderstand many implications of the mechanism which truly is causing tidal
effects. As a result they typically wind up explaining away many tidal phenomena with ill-conceived reasoning. They will
never develop a correct understanding of the ocean tides.
AtomicSchool’s Ian Stuart demonstrated that he didn’t understand the ocean tides. When I informed him that the
‘pulling-up’-explanation in his video is fundamentally wrong, he set off to defend it vigorously.
I thought it would be a simple matter to show Ian that ‘pulling
up’ can’t possibly work. I presented him with a calculation for
the total tidal force on a column of a 10,000 m deep ocean at the
sublunar point. Even if the resulting force would be applied to
such a water column under laboratory conditions where the
column is free to move, it would be raised by millimetres in the
best case. In the real world, it won’t even do that as a result of
this particular force.
His reaction showed his lack of understanding. He questioned
the validity of the argumentation by stating that he thought the
tidal force for a sublunar water column should be calculated for
a fictitious water column which isn’t merely 10,000 m deep, but
extends all the way to the center of the earth.

“I liked your diagram that you sent as it clarifies your
reasoning. Frustratingly, I cannot find the word attachment
again, so would appreciate if you could resend it. From
memory, you calculated the lunar gravitational difference
between the top and bottom of the oceanic water column,
and concluded that this was insufficient to lift it sufficiently. I
am sure that your calculation is correct. However, my first
reaction is that the "standard model" (to which I adhere)
calculates the gravational difference between the top of the
oceanic water column, and the earth’s centre of mass- which
is a greater distance, and would result in a greater
differential acceleration, or tidal force. According to the
standard model, the near side tidal bulge is due to the
separation of the rigid whole earth and the fluid sub-lunar
ocean, and a similar separation occurs when the rigid whole
earth pulls away from the fluid ocean on the far side. I
wonder what tidal force you would calculate with these new
figures?”
- Ian Stuart – Feb 29th 2020, e-mail (unedited)

When I reacted that this isn’t a valid calculation he justified its use by referring to ‘Newton’s Wells’, indicating that he
doesn’t understand that model by Sir Isaac Newton either. Newton used a thought experiment of two fictitious wells,
filled with water, which extend from the earth’s surface all the way to the center of the earth. He did this only to assess
the energy potential of masses at different locations within the combined gravitational field of Earth and Moon.
Newton’s Wells

Nowhere in this thought experiment is there a suggestion or
explanation of any mechanism to physically move water. It just
assesses potential energy at various positions.
However, Ian suggested that Newton’s use of imaginary wells
justifies calculating vertical tidal forces in a surface ocean, by
applying the moon’s gravitational field to an imaginary 6300
km water column inside the earth. I repeatedly asked him how
that should work; ‘how should I apply this force, which you
claim is valid, to the ocean water?’

In Newton’s thought experiment we follow the imaginary
journey of a particle on its way from ‘D’ to ‘H’, while
accounting for its potential energy. At its initial position the
particle has a great deal of potential energy. If it was released,
into a dry well it would start accelerating towards the center of
the Earth, rapidly converting this potential energy into kinetic
energy. But, being inside the earth, on the way to the center of
the earth, would make for complicated calculations of energy.
This experiment neatly avoids this complication by having the
particle travel from ‘D’ to the center of the earth and then on
to ‘B’. Because the particle would have made a similar journey
through the earth’s gravitational field, it would arrive at ‘B’
with the same potential energy with respect to the earth.
However, all the way from the center of the earth to ‘B’, our
particle was being ‘assisted’ by a tiny upward pull by the
moon’s gravitational attraction. This means that, when it
arrives at ‘B’, our particle has less potential energy than it had
at ‘D’. It will have to travel upward by a vertical distance ‘h’ to
attain the same level of potential energy at ‘H’. Newton
calculated this distance ‘h’ to be approximately 54 cm.
The implication is that, unless the ocean surface near the
moon is higher, water would start flowing from ‘D’ to ‘H’
because free mass will move from positions with a higher
potential to positions with a lower potential. This analysis does
not state how such a flow would come about, nor which forces
would bring it about and where. It is merely an equipotential
analysis for an imaginary journey from ‘D’ to ‘H’.

I wanted him to tell me which mechanism is physically at work
to cause a tidal rise, according to his ideas. I never got an
answer. As, a matter of fact, I now doubt if Ian even
understood the question. As it stands, he only ever used this
argumentation with me to suggest that ‘he might not be
wrong’, without ever following through on an analysis which
would either confirm it or prove it wrong.
Of course I knew all too well that no such physical mechanism
can be shown to work on Earth. The moon’s tidal forces do
have an influence on Earth’s interior. They constantly deform
the earth. But that’s called an ‘Earth Tide’. Its influence ends at
the earth’s solid crust, which goes up and down underneath
your feet by a few centimetres every day. But it has negligible
influence on the oceans.
Our tidal rise is measured as an elevation of the water surface
above the earth’s crust. The relevant forces do their work
inside the ocean layer. No forces ‘seep through’ the earth’s
crust to be applied to the oceans.
This didn’t deter Ian though. Rather than answering my
request to provide a plausible hypothesis of how his supposed
vertical pull is to be applied to the oceans he came up with yet
another vague – and incorrect – speculation which just might
mean that he wasn’t wrong. He started to grasp at straws.

Ian sent me a document which he had written. Unfortunately the document – again - avoided answering how he
thought the tidal forces should be applied to the oceans. Instead he came up with a treatment on ‘corresponding
vessels’. It became clear to me that Ian was still scraping
for argumentation which would mean that he was not
wrong about the ‘vertical pull’. What his document
meant to do was to compare the world’s connected
oceans to a small scale science class experiment, to argue
that the oceans would act in a similar way to
corresponding vessels, which would mean that you might
as well compare their behaviour to the behaviour of an
imaginary well.
Ian drew corresponding water tubes with equipotential
Fig. 4 – Ian Stuart’s corresponding vessels
lines (Fig. 4). He drew the corresponding fluid levels on
the same equipotential line. This showed me that he just couldn’t get his head around to the physical reality.
Of course he was trying to ‘prove’ that water level would simply conform to an equipotential level. Note that Ian just
presented a static final equilibrium situation here, with little understanding about how the water gets there, even if this
situation were valid.
I decided to counter his reasoning by confronting him with
a situation where his lack of understanding would be
exposed because it would present him with a valid
situation in which the fluid level would not conform to the
local equipotential level.
I drew a similar tube system (Fig. 5) where a tube, marked
‘B’ went through the right-hand potential field, before
returning. Its fluid level will then not conform to the local
equipotential line. What I was trying to do is to show Ian
that the water inside the ‘B’-tube will react to whatever
Fig. 5 – My reaction to Ian Stuart’s corresponding vessels
forces are applied to it throughout its volume. This aimed
to snap Ian out of the abstract thought that fluid levels would always conform to local equipotential lines and that the
physical reality may be ignored. The same goes for the oceans on earth. You can never just assume that a simplified
model will always yield true results. If the model does not account for what happens along the way, it will be a lucky
coincidence when it yields the correct result.
Newton’s well does not pass through the same gravitational field as the earth’s surface ocean layer, nor is it similarly
oriented. It may serve as part of an equipotential analysis, but It may not serve as a valid equivalent water volume to
apply gravitational force to and yield a correct result. That’s simply nonsensical.
Ian either didn’t understand it or didn’t like it. He never reacted to it. This was the moment when he decided that he
found me ‘too unpleasant’. That did save him from having to admit that he was wrong.

My main reason for disliking the man isn’t that he proved either not smart enough or unwilling to understand what I was
telling him. There are enough people who will never grasp it. But, as an educator he should feel responsible for the
content of his video. There should be alarm bells going off in his head when someone who obviously knows more about
the tides than he does is able to counter every single one of his arguments and he can only answer with vague
speculations. Yet he leaves the video up to mis-educate thousands of viewers on a daily basis.
What really irks me is that
apparently some teachers are
telling school children to watch this
video to learn about the tides.
Great, now it’s filling young minds
with mistaken notions which will be
hard to correct! And Ian has the
audacity to ‘magnanimously’ accept
praise from a young person whose
head he has just filled with
nonsense.

It is pathetic that, with his limited knowledge and understanding, he presents himself as an authority on the ocean tides.
He has been adequately informed and shown that his video is incorrect. I suspect he is mainly unwilling to let go of his
‘YouTube-success’. None of his newer videos match the viewing figures of this nonsensical video. I guess he’d rather live
in denial than take down his successful video, regardless of its validity.
Ian keeps on mentioning that he’s working on a new tides video. He’s been saying so for years. I am convinced that,
whatever he is working on, shall attempt to supplement his current video, suggesting that it isn’t wrong after all and he
knew the correct explanation all along. After reading this document, you will realize that this is not true.
It is sad to realize that a man with so little moral integrity is in the business of educating young children. I wouldn’t want
him anywhere near my children!

